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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGESSTIONS 

 

A.Conclusions 

 After analyzing the data of the research, conclusions are drawn as the 

following. 

1.  There are two types of  interpersonal metaphor are used in Mata Najwa’s 

Talkshow; they are the metaphor of mood in Sang Penantang is about 

94.85% and metaphor of modality is about 5.14%. The metaphor of mood in 

Sengatan Dahlan is about 95.34 % and metaphor of modality is about 4.65%. 

2.  The total percentage of occurrences in metaphor of mood and metapor of 

modality .The total percentage of metaphor of mood is followed by  statement 

occurences about 71.96% , 20.56% in question occurrences, 2.33% command 

occurences, and 0% offer occurrences from Sang Penantang episode are 

about 74.19 % in statement occurences, 19.35% in question occurrences, 

1.79% command occurences, and 0% offer occurrences from Sengatan 

Dahlan Episode. Then total percentage of metaphor of modality consist of 

projecting occurrences are about 5.14% in Sang Penantang and 4.65% in 

Sengatan Dahlan. Thus from the two types of interpersonal metaphors, 

statement of mood is dominant coded in Mata Najwa’s talk show, and 

distance they use projection of modality. They used  dominant coded to 

describe these options are available even when the speaker is talking to him 

or herself, assumsing roles of both speaker and addressee, in an interior 
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dialogue. They used ‘statement occurrences’ are invite to recieve information 

in other to ask feed back the information. 

3.    Interpersonal metaphor of statement coded and that of modality of projecting 

process are used in Mata Najwa’s talk show when they describe meaning of 

the solving of the topic, tag of signalling that reponses are required and 

expected to be, indirect argumentation and tell about the politic cases . The 

occurences of the two interpersonal metaphor are caused by the different 

status among the participants. The different statuses between presenter in 

newsmakers are inderictly coded in the two type of interpersonal metaphor. 

Therefore, interpersonal metaphor is related with the situation in political 

interview.  

 

B.Suggestions 

In the relation to the conclusion, suggestion are staged as the following 

1.  It is suggested that other researchers should make a detail analysis of 

interpersonal metaphor in other types of talkshow or other of political 

context. 

2.   It is also suggested that others researcher should conduct further researches on 

interpersonal metaphor  in other field of studies.  

3.  It is advised that Everybody who passions to join in political field or who 

wants to be the leader at the every contexts should appreciate their passions 

by learning the interpersonal metaphor. 


